Several schemes have been proposed to extend Quantum Key Distribution protocols aiming at improving their security or at providing new physical substrates for qubit implementation. We present a toolbox to jointly create, manipulate and measure qubits stored in polarization and transversemodes degrees of freedom of single photons. The toolbox includes local operations on single qubits, controlled operations between the two qubits and projective measurements over a wide variety of non-local bases in the four dimensional space of states. We describe how to implement the toolbox to perform an extended version of the BB84 protocol for this Hilbert space (ideally transmitting two key bits per photon). We present the experimental implementation of the measurement scheme both in the regimes of intense light beams and with single photons. Thus, we show the feasibility of implementing the protocol providing an interesting example of a new method for quantum information processing using the polarization and transverse modes of light as qubits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) protocols exploit the quantum non-cloning theorem [1] and the indistinguishability of quantum states belonging to unbiased bases [2] to accomplish secure distribution of cryptographic keys. After the original BB84 [3] protocol, several other protocols have been proposed together with different encoding schemes and possible realizations for physical qubits. Different schemes focus on improving the security, the efficiency or on enabling practical realizations. In this paper we present a scheme to transmit two key bits on a single photon encoding two qubits on two different photonic degrees of freedom. For this we use the polarization and the transverse-modes (TM) degrees of freedom. Equivalent schemes were developed earlier with polarization and time-bin qubits [4] . Having access to the complete 4D Hilbert space enables improvement on the security [5] and/or the key generation rate of the protocol.
To implement any QKD scheme it is necessary to prepare and measure any quantum state of a set of mutually unbiased bases (MUBs). Thus, such states are the primary resource required to encode and transmit a bit of key. In this paper we will show how to prepare and measure any state of a set of mutually unbiased basis in a four dimensional Hilbert space (in such space the maximal number of MUBs is five). Any state will be prepared by preparing first a state in a canonical basis (the so called computational basis) and then applying a unitary operator to change the basis to the desired one. As mentioned above, we will show how to do this with single photons encoding two qubits on polarization and TM degrees of freedom. The unitary operators will be implemented by combining simple elementary quantum gates which will be chosen as general operations on both individual qubits and a controlled operation (as it is well known, with these tools we would have universal control on the evolution [6] ). This paper is organized as follows. In section II we describe the main ingredients required to understand the physics of both polarization and TM qubits. Using them we show how to prepare states of the canonical basis. Finally, in this section we show the experimental arrangement that would allow for the implementation of the most general rotation on the Bloch sphere of each individual qubit, and a controlled operation between the polarization and the TM degrees of freedom. In section III we show how to implement the projective measurement on the canonical basis, which relies on the discrimination of TEM 01 and TEM 10 modes of light. We show how to implement this with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with an Extra Mirror (MZEM).
Section IV is devoted to a description of a general QKD scheme with two key bits transmitted on each individual photon, which is an extension of the BB84 protocol to a larger Hilbert space. Also, we discuss potential improvements on the security and the key generation rate that could be achieved by this protocol, and we describe the implementation of the protocol for a specific maximal set of mutually unbiased basis. Finally, in section V we show the results of an experimental implementation of the MZEM interferometer used to evaluate in practice the projection onto the canonical basis providing a simple proof of principle of the feasibility of the proposed method.
II. SINGLE-QUBIT AND CONTROLLED OPERATIONS
It is well known that for a single qubit any rotation over the Bloch sphere can be obtained from a combination of three rotations of π or π /2 over axes that lie on the same plane. We call them respectively π-converter and π /2-converter [7] . On the present implementation for light qubits the axes of rotation on the Bloch sphere are associated with the angular orientation of the converters arXiv:1312.4365v2 [quant-ph] 19 Dec 2013 on the plane transverse to the propagation axis.
For the polarization qubit we define the states in the computational basis by associating them with horizontal and vertical polarization states, i.e. |0 ≡ | , |1 ≡ | . These two states are defined as the eigenstates of the Z Pauli operator. The eigenstates of the operator X correspond to the diagonal polarization states and those of the operator Y are associated with the circular ones. For this choice the π-converter and π /2-converter can be implemented with a Half Wave Plate (HWP) and a Quarter Wave Plate (QWP) respectively. Therefore, the most general unitary operator on the polarization qubit can be obtained using the combination QWP(α)·HWP(β)·QWP(γ), where α, β, γ are physical rotations of the wave plates around the propagation axis. We call this sequence the Universal Polarization Rotator (UPR) [8] .
To build the TM qubit we should take into account that transverse modes are solutions of the paraxial Helmholtz equation for the distribution of phase and amplitude of light over the plane transverse to the propagation axis. There are several families of modes that include the Hermite Gaussian modes for Cartesian coordinates and the Laguerre-Gaussian modes for cylindrical coordinates. These families have been studied both classically [9, 10] and from the perspective of quantum optics [11, 12] . Each family forms a complete orthogonal basis of the space of square-integrable functions over the plane, so any mode of a given family can be expanded as a linear combination of the modes of any other family. The relation between modes has been obtained, for example, in [9, 10, 13] . To build the Hilbert space of TM states we use each basis of TM modes as a possible basis of such state.
Of course, there are infinite choices of pairs of orthogonal states that can be used to define the TM qubit. In fact, many such qubits have been recently studied in the literature [14, 15] . Here, we define the computational states of the TM qubit by identifying |0 ≡TEM 01 and |1 ≡TEM 10 , where TEM ab are Hermite Gaussian modes of order a+b = 1. These states are defined as eigenstates of the Z Pauli operator of the TM qubit. The eigenstates of the X operator are diagonal Hermite Gaussian modes (which are rotated by an angle π /4). In turn, the eigenstates of the Y operators are Laguerre Gaussian modes, which are known to carry orbital angular momentum [13] . In this way we build a Poincaré sphere for spatial modes which is expressed in Table I and is analogous to the one defined by Padgett et al. [15] .
Analogously, in order to define the rotation operators of the TM qubit we can proceed as follows: The π-converter can be physically implemented with two cylindrical lenses separated by a distance that is equal to two focal lengths (properly mode-matched to the incoming beam). Similarly, a π /2-converter can be realized with two cylindrical lenses separated by a distance equals to √ 2 times the focal length [10] . Therefore, using a careful alignment of three cylindrical lens pairs at the Finally, to complete the set of operations we propose to implement the controlled operation using a Sagnac-type interferometer with a Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) (Fig. 1) , based on the study of momentum and polarization entanglement reported by Fiorentino et al. [16] . This is a robust implementation because there is no need for dynamical compensation of the optical path, being the Sagnac a common-path interferometer. In this setup, by means of a Dove prism which is rotated along the propagation axis (a π-converter), the transverse modes can be rotated by an angle whose sign depends on the direction of propagation. In turn, as a consequence of the presence of the PBS, each polarization component travels through the interferometer in different directions. Then, the device transforms each polarization in a different way. If the Dove prism is positioned as in figure 1 , neither the polarization nor the transverse modes are affected, implementing the identity operator. However, if the prism is rotated at an angle of π /8, an U operator is applied to the TM qubit for the component that travels in one direction and the U † is applied to the other (1). Therefore, the change of basis of the TM qubit is controlled by the polarization qubit and can be switched on/off by choosing the Dove prism angle.
Combining the previous operations we can change basis from the computational one to any other basis in the Hilbert space. Using the UPR and UTR we build any local transformation. Combining them with the controlled operation, we can prepare any state starting from the computational basis. This also enables measurement on any basis since we can first rotate to the computational one and then perform a projective measurement on the canonical basis.
III. PROJECTION ON THE CANONICAL BASIS
For the polarization qubit the projective measurement onto the computational basis can be easily performed using a PBS. This separates the paths of the | and | components of the incoming state. Then, they can be separately detected with single photon detectors. This simple optical element implements the measurement onto the Z ⊗ I basis of the polarization qubit.
The measurement onto the eigenstates of the Z basis associated with the TM qubit can be performed with the same idea. We simply need a TM beam splitter that splits up the beam into its | and | components. This can be implemented using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with an Extra Mirror as shown in Fig. 2 , as proposed by Sasada et al. [17] . Such interferometer works by exploiting the symmetry (anti-symmetry) of modes | (| ) against specular reflection along theŷ axis. On each output mode of the MZEM there is interference between the incoming wavefront and its mirror reflection. Because of the extra mirror there is an additional phase and the system is therefore selective to states with vertical symmetry. Thus, interference is constructive on one output while it is destructive in the other one, depending on the parity of the input state. A phase plate inserted in one of the arms of the MZEM allows for additional control over the interference condition at the outputs, as in a standard amplitude division interferometer.
The two states {| ,| } have different parity. As the MZEM applies the operator Z ⊗ Z, the output depends on the TM state and on the polarization state of the incoming photon. The correct identification of the projected TM qubit strongly depends on the optical path difference between the arms of the interferometer. Subwavelength stability is necessary and, as a consequence the MZEM requires dynamic optical path stabilization. Taking this into account, the different TM modes can be discriminated with the above device.
Using the projective measurement onto the Z ⊗ Z and the Z ⊗I basis, any state of the full 4D computational basis can be identified (since each one of them corresponds to one of the four different pairs of measured eigenvalues). We will use this measurement scheme in the 4D QKD method, which is described in the following two sections.
IV. EXTENDED QKD WITH POLARIZATION AND TRANSVERSE MODES
The protocol we present here is an extension of the BB84 protocol [3] for a larger 4D Hilbert space. For this we use two or more mutually unbiased bases to encode and measure two bits. In the next subsection we describe this 4D QKD procedure in abstract terms and in the following section we describe the actual procedure for implementing it using the polarization and TM states of a single photon.
A. The general QKD protocol for two qubits
The protocol is as follows: Alice encodes two random bits by choosing one of the four states of a basis which is chosen at random from a set of five mutually unbiased bases. She sends the state to Bob who performs a projective measurement on a basis which is randomly chosen from the same set of MUB's. After repeating this round of quantum communication many times, they publicly announce the sequence of bases they used. When the basis chosen by Alice and Bob coincide they get a shared pair of random bits. With this in hand, they can distill a secure sequence of random bits using classical algorithms for error correction [18] and privacy amplification [19] .
If an intruder, Eve, tries to steal information from the key, she would have to perform measurements on a randomly chosen basis and resend the quantum state to Bob. This would generate distortions on the correlations between Alice and Bob. Thus, Alice and Bob can detect these distortions and ensure the privacy of the key with privacy amplification algorithms. Such task can be done only if the quantum bit error rate induced by Eve's attack is not greater than a critical value of tolerance. This value depends on the dimension of the Hilbert space, on the number of bases used on the protocol and on the kind of attacks Eve can perform. This has been studied in previous works based on the BB84 protocol [20] and also for extended protocols [5] . By encoding several qubits on a single photon it could be possible to enhance the level of tolerance for the quantum bit error rate, using only two mutually unbiased bases to encode the bits (these two bases can be selected from any maximal set of five mutually unbiased bases that can be build for a 4D Hilbert space [21] ). If the entire set of five mutually unbiased bases is used, the tolerance to errors can be further increased by a small amount [5] . It is worth mentioning that there is a tradeoff between this improvement in security with five MUBs and the increase in the rate of key bit generation that is maximal when one uses only two basis, as was noted in [4] .
There is an infinite number of sets of five mutually unbiased bases that can be chosen to implement the above protocol. However, there are sets which are particularly simple as they arise as eigenstates of commuting sets of generalized Pauli operators. One can always choose a set of three basis which are separable. In fact, they are formed by the eigenstates of X, Y and Z for each individual qubit. To get the D+1=5 mutually unbiased basis one needs to add two bases formed with entangled states. Out of the many possibilities to define these bases, here we will choose the set of the Table II . 
B. Physical implementation with two qubits per photon
The toolbox we presented above enables the manipulation and measurement in the full 4D space of states of the two qubits encoded in a single photon. This can be used to implement the 4D QKD protocol we described in the previous section. Thus, we implement this scheme by encoding two qubits on polarization and TM of a single photon.
For this purpose Alice has to prepare an arbitrary state from any of the D + 1 = 5 mutually unbiased basis. This is done by using an experimental setup as the one shown in Fig. 3 . The input state is | from the basis B2. State preparation is separated in two parts: The first one consists in the basis choice and the second step involves the choice of a state within the chosen basis. Therefore, Alice first chooses whether to prepare a state either from the entangled or the product bases sets. For any state within the product basis set she must switch off the the controlled operation, which conversely it must be turned on if the chosen state corresponds to the entangled set. Then she decides which basis is finally chosen within the selected set by applying single-qubit operations. Also, with single-qubit operations she defines which of the four states of the basis is prepared. The detailed description of the state preparation is expressed as sequences of operators in the Appendix A. At the other end, Bob must perform a projective measurement onto any of the possible bases. For this he has to apply the inverse procedure used by Alice to prepare the corresponding basis. In this way he would map the chosen basis onto the basis B2. This basis must be further rotated to B1, the computational basis, using a HWP and a π-converter. Finally, to detect a single state within this basis he must use a MZEM, two PBS's and 4 different photon detectors. In this way he completes the projective measurement (Fig. 4) .
For a correct implementation of the protocol, the optical alignment of all the optical elements must be finetuned. This is not straightforward because the overall efficiency of the method is limited by factors such as: the correct mode-matching at the cylindrical lenses, the losses imposed by reflections on optical surfaces and the efficiency of qubit discrimination. Off-the-shelf PBS with low losses and high extinction ratios for a defined wavelength can be used, but the efficiency of the MZEM depends on several other factors that will be analyzed in the next section.
V. TM BEAMSPLITTER TEST
We built and tested a MZEM to evaluate the feasibility of using TM of light as qubits using the above scheme. We were able to generate and discriminate all the canonical basis states using the proposed device. The results we present here are similar to those recently reported by Sasada et al. [17] for the case of intense light beams. However, here we show the performance of the method to discriminate TM on the single-photon limit, which is essential for a QKD protocol. In what follows we describe the setup and the techniques we used to obtain good visibility on the interferometer, which is a mandatory condition to realize QKD.
The efficiency of the MZEM strongly depends on the quality of the TM. As described above, a different interference pattern is produced depending on the properties of the modes under reflection in the mirror. Then, the device is very sensitive to defects on the reflection symmetry of the transverse intensity profile. It is also very sensitive to the preservation of the symmetry or antisymmetry of the phase distribution. Thus, the initial TM state preparation has to be done carefully in order to control these features.
The photon source was built from a CW diodepumped, intracavity doubled Nd-YAG laser, using a BBO crystal which was cut for type-II phase-matching condition. This system emits a few milliwatts of a 532 nm beam with an effective coherence length of 5 mm. The TM modes were built generating a π phase change over half of the wavefront using a thin glass plate. The resulting beam was spatially filtered and collimated. An iris diaphragm was used to control the spot size and a Dove prism allowed for rotation of the transverse pattern around the propagation direction (Fig. 5) , in order to select the transverse-mode state of the canonical basis. Finally, the polarization state was selected with a PBS. When needed, the beam was attenuated with neutral density filters and a Malus-like device to achieve the single photon regime. Construction of the MZEM requires a more careful alignment than a standard Mach-Zehnder interferometer. One key issue is the double mirror reflection, that introduces an additional optical path on one of the arms that has to be compensated on the other one. The position of the single mirror (Fig 2) was estimated by simple geometric calculations. The fine tuning of the path compensation was realized by mounting the double mirror assembly on a micrometer-driven translation stage and scanning it along its symmetry axis, exploiting geometrical properties of the design (Fig. 6 ). An auxiliary laser source with 0.1 mm coherence length was used to find the optimal position of the double mirror position to reduce the path difference below 0.1 mm, achieving optimal visibility for TEM 00 modes.
The optical path was actively compensated during measurements using a He-Ne laser aligned collinear with the photon source path and vertically displaced from it. The temporal behavior of the He-Ne interference pattern was registered with a photodiode and used as source of a feedback circuit to correct the position of a single mirror mounted over a piezoelectric actuator, thus locking the optical path difference with an estimated accuracy of 10 nm.
The MZEM was tested for the four states of the canonical basis, both on an intense beam regime and on a weak beam regime, i.e. the single photon regime. Table III shows the high intensity transverse modes at the output of the MZEM for the canonical basis states, registered with a CCD camera and colored by intensity. A particularly sound demonstration of the MZEM operation is the decomposition of a diagonal state in its canonical components (fourth row of Table III) . Also, the PBS-like behavior described in [17] was confirmed.
The performance was also tested at the single photon regime, using a strongly attenuated beam and detecting individual photons with a set of PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs) Hamamatsu H5783P. The intensity was adjusted to achieve a count rate that guarantees a photon rate lower than one photon per transit time at the MZEM, as a condition for a single photon regime. PMTs were selected over Avalanche Photodiodes because they have a larger detection area that enables the collection of the entire spot of the spatial modes of light.
For the single photon regime, the interference visibility over both outputs of the MZEM was measured for each state of the canonical basis using photon counting. The results (Table IV) show a visibility of V ≈ 0.9, which is sufficient to perform a proof-of-concept demonstration of a 4D QKD protocol.
The visibility at the output A (Fig. 7) is slightly lower because of imperfect BS splitting ratio at the working wavelength. The visibility of vertical TM qubits is considerably lower because of an inherent characteristic of the MZEM alignment: the interferometer is extremely sensitive to lateral displacements of the incident beam, as depicted in figure 7 , thus producing a separation over the output beams and deteriorating the interference pattern. This feature is particularly detrimental for states that lack vertical symmetry on the intensity profile. These difficulties can nevertheless be controlled by careful alignment to achieve good and stable visibility with no fundamental limitations. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a toolbox for the implementation of a QKD protocol in a four dimensional Hilbert space. In particular, we studied in detail the potential application of this protocol using the two qubits that can be stored in a single photon using the polarization and TM degrees of freedom. The scheme we presented enables us to perform each step of the QKD protocol, with complexity that depends on the operation that is to be performed. As any involved free-space optical setup, the complete alignment of both Alice and Bob stages is not trivial. The use of cylindrical lenses in the UTR stage requires a careful mode matching of the incoming beam (and a careful alignment of cylindrical systems is a complex and troublesome task). The operation of the UPRs can be made very fast by using Polarization Controllers, or combinations of several Pockels Cells. Refractive lenses limit the speed of implementation of a UTR, although spatial light modulators used as Fresnel lenses appear as an alternative that can enable fast switching. The MZEM accuracy depends strongly on active stabilization of the optical paths. However, this issue can be easily hurdled with standard stabilization techniques. The MZEM is also specially sensitive tox displacements from the optimal transverse position. In contrast, the Sagnac interferometer is very robust and practically insensitive to mid-and long term fluctuatios produced by thermal and mechanical stress.
The qubit implementation on the transverse electromagnetic modes of a light beam increases the capacity of single photons to carry quantum information, and appears as an alternative to other degrees of freedom such as the linear momentum, or path. The presented scheme can be used as a proof-of-concept demonstration of a 4D Table III . Recorded intensity profiles of different states from the Canonical basis, obtained at the A and B MZEM outputs. On each row, the input is the 2-qubit state at the left. The first two columns correspond to the output beam profiles when one or the other interferometer arms are blocked. The last two columns show the interference patterns for two different (complementary) phase conditions. φ is the relative phase between the two interferometer arms.
| , | , | , | , Output A 95 ± 8 91 ± 13 65 ± 12 68 ± 9 Output B 98 ± 7 95 ± 12 83 ± 18 75 ± 16 Table IV . Visibility (%) of each exit measured for every input state of the canonical basis on the single photon regime.
QKD protocol with 2 qubits encoded on each photon. The use of TM in combination with polarization modes can be also used for alignment-free quantum communication protocols [22] ; furthermore the ability to prepare and project any state of any of the 5 Mutually Unbiased Bases for the photon polarization-transverse modes qubits may clear the way to perform other original experiments on quantum information.
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